DIFFERENTIATED REGISTRATION FEES AT UT1: AM I CONCERNED?

FACULTY OF LAW & POLITICAL SCIENCE & EUROPEAN SCHOOL OF LAW

You will not be required to pay for the differentiated registration fees if you meet any of the conditions listed below.

⚠️ This document is not a waiver request form.

---

**NATIONALITY**

- I am a student from a European Union country, a European Economic Area country (Norway, Iceland, Liechtenstein), Monaco, Andorra, Switzerland or a Quebec resident
- I hold a residence permit marked "Carte de séjour de membre de la famille d'un citoyen de l'Union/EEE/Suisse" (residence permit for family members of EU/EEA/Swiss citizens)

---

**MY REGISTRATION IN 2022/2023**

- I am a student enrolled in a CPGE (Classe Préparatoire aux Grandes Ecoles) and have a double registration in a Bachelor at UT1
- I am a doctoral student or a student with an accreditation to direct research
- I am a registered student with an apprenticeship contract

---

**MY REGISTRATION IN 2021/2022**

- I was enrolled in one of UT1’s courses in 2021/2022

---

**MY REGISTRATION IN 2019/2019**

- I am a student enrolled in a public institution of higher education within the authority of the MESRI (Ministry of Higher Education, Research and Innovation), all levels combined (Bachelor, Master, Doctorate), before the start of the 2019/2020 academic year
- I am a student registered in a "French as a foreign language" (FLE) center before the start of the 2019/2020 academic year

---

**MY STATUS IN FRANCE**

- I am a student with a long-term resident card
- I am a student who has declared his or her tax home or has been attached to a tax home in France for more than 2 years
- I am a student with refugee or subsidiary protection status
- One of my parents (or my legal guardian) has refugee status or subsidiary protection
I am an exchange student of the Erasmus+ programme or in the frame of an out-of-Europe exchange agreement

I am a French Government Scholar (BGF : Boursier du Gouvernement Français)

I benefit from an exemption from the French embassy in my country of origin

I meet at least one of the above conditions:
I have to produce a proof

EXEMPTION ACCORDING TO UT1 PROGRAMMES

I am applying for one of the Bachelor’s or Master’s programs offered by the European School of Law

EXEMPTION ACCORDING TO INDIVIDUAL ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE

I am applying for a UT1 programme, and I obtained a high average grade compared to the average grade of my class in core subjects, or grades corresponding mainly to the letters A and B in a higher education institution (or in a secondary education institution for an application in Licence 1)

I have a C1 level in French (CEFR : The Common European Framework of Reference for Languages)

I won an award in an academic student competition related to an academic discipline

I have shown an interest in French legal culture and/or continental law during my studies

I have obtained at least high honours ("Good grade" 14/20) in the final exam of my secondary studies

I meet at least one of the situations listed above:
I must complete a waiver application with proof that meets the criteria in question and provide the following documents depending on the level:

Master program
- transcripts of records from previous years translated into French
- syllabi of translated courses concerning French legal culture or continental law

Bachelor’s program
Access in Licence 1 :
- a letter of motivation in French
- the transcript of records of the final exam of secondary studies
Access in Licence 2 and Licence 3 :
- a letter of motivation in French
- transcripts of records from previous years translated into French
- syllabi of translated courses concerning French legal culture or continental law

An email presenting the procedure will be sent to you.
I have the nationality of one of the following low-income countries:

- Afghanistan
- Burkina Faso
- Burundi
- Congo, Democratic Republic of the
- Korea, Democratic Republic of
- Eritrea
- Ethiopia
- Gambia
- Guinea
- Guinea-Bissau
- Liberia
- Madagascar
- Malawi
- Mali
- Mozambique
- Niger
- Uganda
- Rwanda
- Syrian Arab Republic
- Central African Republic
- Sierra Leone
- Somalia
- Sudan
- South Sudan
- Chad
- Togo
- Yemen, Rep. of

Please provide a valid proof of your identity (passport, ID card...)

I am not in any of the situations listed in this document:
I have to pay for the differentiated fees